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Port Augusta, South Australia - "flying eggs" - 1947 witness deceased
Hi all,
Thanks to an observant Adelaide individual, I have now found out that Ronald Ernest Ellis, the
main witness of the pre Kenneth Arnold, "flying eggs", at Port Augusta in 1947, passed away on
15 July 2008, aged 87 years. He is buried in the Stirling North Garden Cemetery.
The same Adelaide man, also directed my attention to a photograph of Ellis, which I reproduce
below.

Keith Basterfield
I have been interested in the subject of
unidentified aerial phenomena (UAP) since the
1960's. Over the years I have held a variety of
roles in numerous state, national, and
international organisations, studying the
phenomena. My work has appeared in various
state, national and international newsletters,
magazine and journals. Between 2003 and
2008 I was involved in a search for Australian
government documents relating to UAP. Here
is a link to my cataloguing work.
http://www.project1947.com/kbcat/
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Port Augusta, South Australia - "flying
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Disk-like object - Berrigal Creek, New
South Wales...
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Source: http://www.portaugusta.rslsa.org.au/gallery/index.cfm?
fuseaction=display_main&GalleryTypeID=4017&OrgID=1247

In another previous post, I advised that I was aware that an Adelaide researcher, whose first
name was Mishelle, managed to locate and interview Ellis in 2006. Although a preliminary report
was available of this interview, no final report is known. I believe that Adelaide researcher Jeff
Fausch, has now located Mishelle. Jeff is awaiting direct contact with Mishelle, to see if we can
obtain a more detailed report of her interview with Ellis.
Posted by Keith Basterfield at 2:04 PM
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